
SUSATNABRILITY ISSIIES-FORUM (SIF) - SIREM PROO

This protocol is based on the program, ,logistical and communications frameworks
developed by the advisory and SIF working groups and stream advisor's input.

Pri c~ipe-
- there are five (5) sustainability issues to be addressed at the SIF
- other issues to be included within these discussions in an integ-rated manner
- streams follow-up on the declarations and findings of the 1996 Manila meetings
- the policy dialogue and, public awareness actions must be relevant to, APEC
- streams are conitted to international outreach
- geographic and gender balance in participation at the SIF

Oxganizahn
- the S1F begins at 8:30 arn and ends at 9pmn on November 2Oth in the BC Room of
the Plaza of Nations

-in addition the SIF has three break-out rooms for stream discussions
-the BC room will hold approximately 250 people at roundtables
-the opening plenary will have a presenter /speaker from each of the 5 streams

-the SIF will be responsible for organizing logistical support for November 2Oth

(roundtables, AV, display tables, etc., refreshments and a light lunch)
- the SIF will provide facilitators and recorders for each of the roundtables
- the streamns organize the discussions for November 2Oth (questions,etc.)
- each streamn (and other sustainability issues if requested) will organize the
display I table for their issue

- pramn framework has been developed for the SIF and is outlined on the SIF
brochure
- streamns will provide discussion questions for the policy dialogue roundtables
- streamns will assist with speakers for the streams and the overaîl SIF program
- the programn task group will approve, co-chairs, speakers and presenters

Parficipaî=
- the People's Sumînit (PS) on APEC is an international conference
- tht- PS reauests that 50% of the tarticivants be from the south and 54% be womnen


